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Is it permitted to stun/bolt an animal after �����? (Stunning is accomplished by a low�level electric shock
which brings the animal to a reversible state of unconsciousness,�while bolting is stunning the animal by means
of a penetrating captive bolt.)
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In order to address this problem we must delve into some areas that bear on this:
1) What is the purpose of �����?
2) Is stunning permitted before �����?
3) What are the problems involved with post- ����� stunning?

The Purpose of �����
The Torah does not specify how to slaughter an animal. The biblical basis for������ is, ��	
�������

������	�������������	����������: �Thou shall kill of the herd and�of the flock which the Lord has given
you as I have commanded you.�1  This verse�implies an oral tradition of the laws of slaughtering. The laws are
detailed in B. Hullin�and in the Codes.2�The exact method is not in question; that is agreed upon. What is
questionable is the purpose of �����. Is it to simply kill the animal or is its purpose to�remove as much blood
as possible?

The Rambam states:
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And it is prohibited to eat from a properly slaughtered animal as�long as the animal is
moving (convulsively). One who eats from it�before the animal dies transgresses a
negative prohibition which is�included in the general rule of do not eat of the blood,
and the�transgressor is not punished with lashes. It is permissible to cut�some meat
from the animal after it has been slaughtered and before�the animal dies, it should be



salted very well and soaked very well�and then set aside until the animal dies and then
it may be eaten.�

It seems that according to the Rambam the purpose of ������is to make sure that the�animal dies quickly and
to ensure that one does not eat meat from a live animal (�������	��). Since the blood of the animal is its life,
���������������, one must be careful to wait�until the animal has died and that as much of the blood as
possible is removed. After�salting and soaking, then the meat is permitted, even though it was taken from the
animal�before it died. Rashi4  states that the purpose of ����� is to permit the eating of the flesh�or to remove
the animal from the category of �����, an animal that died a natural death,�which is prohibited. ����� is not the
act of killing the animal, ����� removes the�prohibition of �������	��, eating from a live animal.

The derivation of the laws of ����� found in the Talmud state:
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Rav Kahana said: From where do we derive that slaughter must be�performed at the
neck? From the verse �And he shall slaughter the�bullock,� that is to say he shall
cleanse (��) it from blood in the�place where it bends down (��).5

Blood is needed for sprinkling on the altar when an animal is sacrificed. In the case of�fowl, where breaking the
neck would kill the fowl, ����� was required to ensure that�blood did not remain in the body, but not to kill.

Rashi states:
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The permission to eat meat for a gentile is not dependent upon������ because �����
is not mentioned for gentiles in the Torah.�However, eating meat cut from a live animal
is prohibited to them,�and the only way to ensure that no prohibition is transgressed is
to�kill the animal. But for Jews it is no longer considered a limb from�a live animal if
����� has been performed (even if the animal is�not dead). �
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Samuel said in the name of Rabbi Hiyya, �If a man breaks the neck bone of an animal
(after slaughtering) before the animal died, he thereby makes the meat heavy (because
the animal cannot expel the blood and the blood remains in the limbs), robs mankind
(sells meat with more than the usual amount of blood), and causes the blood to remain
in the limbs.� It was asked: What is the meaning? Is it that he makes the meat heavy
and thereby robs mankind by causing the blood to remain in the limbs but where only
he himself is concerned it is permitted (since he himself is using it and salting would be



sufficient), or perhaps even for himself it is forbidden. (Rashi: And two prohibitions are
involved: one is that he robs mankind, and the other is that he causes blood to remain
in the limbs and it will not be removable and therefore he eats blood). The question
stands.7

What is clear from the above is that there is only a 
��, a doubt, if this action renders the�meat unfit. Deriving
a prohibition based on a 
�� is not the strongest of positions and�certainly is not required since this text
permits the meat after salting.

I. M. Levinger, in his book, Shechita In The Light Of The Year 20008 , states that�the purpose of
����� is to inflict as little pain as possible and to render the animal�unconscious; it also ensures a complete and
rapid draining of the blood from the animal.�Therefore there can be no pause (����), hacking (���	�),
burrowing (����), incision�through the larynx (��	��) or laceration (	�
�).

Therefore, according to these sources, the purpose of ����� is threefold: to permit�the flesh of the
animal by removing the flesh from being considered �������	�� or �����,�to cause the draining of the blood,
and to inflict as little pain as possible. ����� does not�kill the animal directly. Death occurs later.

Is Stunning Permitted Before �����?
The purpose of stunning the animal before slaughter is to bring the animal to a�reversible state of

unconsciousness. The word �reversible� is very important. Only if this�condition exists can one use both terms
�stunning� and ����� as different things.9  The�question of the permissibility of pre-slaughter stunning was
debated by rabbinical�authorities during the 1930�s, especially when ����� was under attack in Nazi Ger-
many.�Rabbi Yehiel Weinberg studied and published (in 1961) a volume dedicated to this issue.�In addition to
his responsa on the subject, he published the opinions of some fifteen other�rabbinic authorities in his����	�
��, volume 1.10  As in many cases of difficult halakhic�questions, there was disagreement on this issue. On the
one side were those who argued�that we may not change the method of slaughtering that is part of our oral
tradition, and�for which many Jews were killed. They also refused to give in to Nazi Germany and,�therefore,
refused to change.11  On the other hand, there were those who felt that if one�could find a way to permit pre-
slaughter stunning, thereby enabling kosher meat to be�available for observant Jews, it was necessary to do so
to help Jews remain healthy, or to�prevent them from eating non kosher food.12

Rabbi Weinberg found grounds for permitting pre-slaughter stunning:
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Indeed, I have shown reasons to permit, but I knew from the�beginning that the sages
of Lita, Poland, and the great sages of the�Haredi community would never agree to
permit something that�introduces any change in the method of slaughter that has been
the�rule among Jews for generations, and even I had misgivings about�addressing this
important and strict issue of ritual slaughter which�is at the core of Jewish life.��

He continues to say that at the time of publication there is no practical halakhic value to�the book since we are
no longer living under the rule of Nazi Germany. The reason for�publishing the volume is for its historical
value.14  However, the issue did not die. The�Swedish Government prohibited slaughter without prior stunning
of the animal. New�methods were introduced such as a chemical anesthetic, and halakhic opinions on both
sides of the issue were published.15  Obviously, the issue has not disappeared. Today we�deal with this issue



not because of an assault on the �humaneness� of �����, but rather�for other practical reasons which will be
discussed below.

The following are some of the areas that had to be addressed in dealing with the issue of pre-sh�hita stunning:
1) ����� � perhaps the animal is dying.
2) �������������� � the animal is dying due to human causes.
3) ������������ � perhaps the animal is already dead.
4) ��������� � the animal cannot get up and move.
5) ������	���"��������
���	���� � the possibility of damaging the animal by means of the stunning.
6) ��	���������������� � blood will be absorbed in the limbs.

These concerns can be divided into two categories:
A. The animal must be alive and healthy before �����. This is why an animal that cannot�stand is not fit
for ����� due to the fact that it may not be able to stand on its own, and�therefore is not healthy. (The
definition of a healthy animal is one that can stand and�moves.)
B. There should not be any pathological-anatomical changes which would render the animal unfit. There-
fore, injuries to inner organs which may be caused by stunning have to be taken into consideration.

The biblical prohibition against the eating of blood refers, according to the�Rabbis, to the blood issuing
forth at the time of �����. Two other types of blood were�added later by the rabbis: (1) Blood that is easily
removed; (This refers to blood in the�heart and other blood vessels. This blood is removed by opening these
vessels or by�discarding them. In addition, de-veining, the removal of certain arteries and veins, is�required to
ensure that the blood is removed.) and (2) Blood that is found in the tissues at�the time of slaughter which can
later exude as free blood. This is removed by soaking and�salting. In case of the liver, broiling is required to
remove the blood.16

Rabbi Weinberg discusses these issues and finds grounds for permitting�pre-slaughter stunning based
upon positions that seem to imply that we are only dealing�with ���� (apprehensions or concerns) and not
with actual conditions that would render�the meat unfit. For example, he says:
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We have shown in a number of ways grounds to permit in our case where the animal
falls due to the stunning of its senses, and each one of the reasons is sufficient to
remove it from any doubts that would prohibit it. How much the more so when we
combine all of these reasons.17
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For all purposes, we have been able to clarify, with God�s help,�that the animal is not
rendered unfit due to a general sickness in its�body even though it may cause its death.
Accordingly, an animal�that has been stunned prior to slaughtering and no deficiency



or�lack of limbs and organs was found during the examination which�would render it
unfit, and even if the stunning caused damage to�the blood or greatly weakened the
health of the animal so that it�could not continue to live � it is not unfit (���	�), and
it falls into�the category of all other that are dying (�����) which are�permitted if
there is some movement of its legs.18

While most Rabbis opposed Rabbi Weinberg, there were those who accepted his position and implored
others to permit pre slaughter stunning:
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Therefore I have come in the name of thousands of Jewish families in our country to
plead before you, honorable Rabbis and leaders, that you quickly agree to permit pre
slaughter stunning based upon clear proofs from our holy Torah that permit, and there
is not even one proof from our basic laws to prohibit... and by your agreement to
permit slaughtering under these conditions you will save, first of all, the majority of the
remnant that has not as yet defiled themselves by eating prohibited meat so that they
will not turn against our beliefs and religion... and perhaps due to this merit that you will
enable the people to eat meat and by taking into consideration the fiscal and physical
needs of our brethren, God will take into consideration our poor people who are in
dire straits and in servitude and perhaps God will have mercy. ...and it seems that the
Rabbis who did not find the courage to permit this type of slaughter did not pay
attention to the fact that there is a difference between a strong and weak stunning
procedure... the government requires a weak procedure and it is a known fact that the
majority of animals stood up and walked after this type of stunning as is the case with
all other healthy animals.19

He goes on to show that animals that have not been stunned have red spots in the brain,�and that we are only
required to check the lungs and not other organs because there are�more problems encountered there than in
other organs. Nevertheless, if the lung was lost�after the animal was slaughtered, and the lungs cannot be
checked, the meat is fit. He�argues that just as we are required not to permit that which is prohibited, so we are
required not to prohibit that which is permitted � 	������	�����	�������	��������	����	��������.
He quotes other sources that indicate that one must look to find�leniencies rather than to prohibit, and that a
strict position should not be applied to the�community but rather to the individual decisor:
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That all decisors are required, if a question is posed, to initially try hard to find a way
to permit. The decisor is not permitted to impose stringencies on others for the sake of
piety or to separate oneself when the stringency is not required by law.20

It is clear from the various positions mentioned above and in Rabbi Weinberg�s�book that there are
grounds to permit stunning before slaughtering. At best we are dealing�with a �
����
�� (double doubt), and
at worst with ���� (apprehensions), which are�not actual facts. While there is a position that opposes it for
various reasons concerning��������
����
��, the bottom line is that of tendentious reasoning. That is to
say,�whatever position you choose to follow you can find arguments to support it. For our�purposes, the fact
that there are grounds that are halakhically reasonable and acceptable�to permit stunning prior to �����, as
described by the above mentioned authorities, is�paramount. The problems involved with pre-sh�hita stunning
are more difficult ones than�those involved with post-sh�hita stunning. Therefore, the position that permits pre-
sh�hita�stunning can serve as a kal vahomer argument for the case of post-sh�hita stunning.

Stunning/Bolting after �����
From all of the above, one could automatically permit post-sh�hita stunning based�on the permission

for pre-sh�hita stunning. Most of the objections do not apply to�post-sh�hita stunning, since the purpose of the
stunning afterwards is not to bring the�animal to a reversible state of unconsciousness; the purpose of post-
sh�hita stunning is to�prevent blood splash by preventing the rupturing of blood vessels, that is to say, to ensure
that the blood stays in the blood vessels so that it does not enter the meat itself. The�reason for this is to enable
the producer to sell the hind quarter to non kosher suppliers as�roasts rather than as ground beef. This brings
a higher price for the hind quarter, thereby,�lowering the price of the kosher meat. It is a case of ��	�����
������������, sparing the�money of Jews.

Many kosher plants that do not stun have gone out of business because they could not afford the
customer complaints caused by slaughter without stunning; they still have to sell the hindquarters on the non-
kosher market.21  This has lead to a reduced number of kosher slaughtering plants which in turn has raised the
price of kosher meat.

The only real hesitation concerning post-sh�hita stunning is that of ��	��������������(causing the
blood to be absorbed in the flesh), which is caused by the rupture of�the blood vessel. Since the purpose of this
type of stunning is to prevent the rupture of the�blood vessels, and de-veining, soaking, and salting will
eliminate this blood, there is no�reason to prohibit this type of stunning.

Post- ����� stunning uses a lower electric shock than pre- ����� stunning, for its�purpose is not to
bring the animal into a reversible state of unconsciousness, but only to�prevent the rupture of the blood vessels.
Therefore, many of the arguments used to�prohibit pre-sh�hita stunning, (for example, it may kill the animal, or
the animal may not�be alive and healthy, or it may damage internal organs) do not apply. Once ����� has
taken place, there is no question concerning the possibility that the stunning rendered the�animal �����
(dying) and not healthy.

Laboratory testing of animals after ����� show that an immediate drop in blood�pressure takes place
(Levinger pp. 39-58), and that very little blood reaches the brain�after the carotids have been severed. The
heart will pump blood for about 60 seconds�(Levinger p.67), thereby helping the flow of blood. The functional
ability of the cortex�ceases within less then 10 seconds after ����� (Levinger p.75), and significant changes
are seen in the EEG even during the first seconds after ����� (Levinger p.102). Post-������ stunning takes
place approximately 5 seconds after �����. After the shohet has�completed his job, he moves aside and
another worker then stuns the animal. Based on�the laboratory results mentioned above, the stunning takes
place close to the closing�down of the functional ability of the cortex, and prevents blood splash, that is, it



prevents�the blood from entering the muscles and causes it to remain in the blood vessels.
The Codes permitted the use of meat cut from the slaughtered animal before the death of the animal as

long as it is consumed after the animal dies. That certainly can damage the organs, and yet it is permitted.
Therefore, stunning, which by its very nature causes less, if any, damage, should not prohibit the use of the meat
after the death of the animal.

The stunning does not impede the blood flow, therefore it fulfills the requirement�of not eating �������
(blood issuing forth at the time of slaughter).22  The porging�(de-veining, soaking, and salting) takes care of the
other blood in the same manner as in�animals that did not have post- ����� stunning. The purpose of �����
is to prevent�transgressing the prohibition of �������	��, and to remove the animal from the category of
�����.23  Post-sh�hita stunning doesn�t undermine or vitiate these requirements. According�to Levinger24 , the
purpose of ����� is to inflict as little pain as possible and to render the�animal unconscious. Post-sh�hita
stunning does not interfere with these purposes.

Rabbi Moshe Feinstein says that it is permitted to hit the head of the animal some�thirty minutes after
�����, and this does not cause the blood to remain in the meat (��	�������������). The only problem would
be if the blow would cause the death of the animal�(
	���	��� � breaking the neck), and that would
prevent the blood flow. Even�according to those who would prohibit the meat if the neck is broken, they
prohibit it�only if there is no salting and soaking. Others would prohibit it even with salting and�soaking, but if
the meat were to be cut into smaller pieces and then soaked and salted, the�meat would be permitted.
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And the outcome is that there is no one who prohibits this except if we were to collect
stringencies, to take a stringency from one person and one from another person to
develop a new point of view.... In our case, even if we were to adopt the stringency of
one and the stringency of another and prohibit it because of the breaking of the neck,
and in all cases of imminent death we would prohibit the meat completely, this would
apply only when death is advanced by a blow that kills, such as crushing the skull by
this action, or if the brain was punctured. But when there is no physical sign in the brain
and in the skull, there are no grounds for prohibiting, because this does not advance or
bring on death.25

It is clear that even when the neck is broken, the meat could be permitted. The�problem would be that
the killing prevented the blood from flowing because the animal�could not continue to move and pump the
blood. Post- ����� stunning, which does not�damage the brain, and helps ensure that there is no blood splash
(it keeps the blood in the�blood vessels) so that blood is not absorbed into the meat, would be permitted.

In a number of responsa dealing with this issue of stunning/bolting after �����:
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because the stunning will take place immediately after ����� by�puncturing the brain...
or by some new invention with a metal bolt�that perforates the brain and causes



sudden death �

various Rabbis permitted these methods. They did so in order to prevent Jews from eating non kosher meat or
to prevent the loss of income. Once again, the reasoning is based upon the fact that salting and de-veining will
remove whatever blood that did not drain from the animal due to the cessation of movement by the animal,
caused by the stunning or bolting.26  While these opinions were not unanimously accepted, nevertheless, the
arguments upon which they are based are halakhic and acceptable.

The belief that the captive bolt kills the animal and causes the heart to stop�beating is not true. While
the animal will be brain dead, the body is still physiologically�alive. The heart will finally stop pumping blood
when the lungs no longer provide�oxygen in the blood.27  Therefore, not only is stunning permitted after �����,
but bolting�is permitted as well. Neither method will cause ��	�������������� absorption of blood�in the
limbs � but rather prevent blood splash, thereby making it easier to remove that�blood by de-veining and
salting.

The number of kosher plants in the United States has been declining. If this will�increase the availability
of kosher meat across the country by increasing the number of�kosher plants, and also help to keep the price
down (since the hindquarters will be sold as�a more expensive cut), we should permit both stunning and bolting
after ����� has been�performed. In fact, this method is used in kosher plants outside the United States.

Summary
1) The purpose of ����� is to remove the meat from the category of �������	��, to ensure�the removal of
�������, and to remove the animal from the category of �����.
2) Post- ����� stunning/bolting ensures that the blood is not absorbed in the flesh (��	������������������).
The blood can be removed by de-veining, soaking, and salting.
3) Meat cut from the animal after ����� before the death of the animal is permissible�after the death of the
animal if soaked and salted.
4) There is no reason to combine various stringencies to develop a new approach (�������	���������).
5) This method will help keep the price of kosher meat down since it enables the sale of�the hindquarters as
non-kosher meat as roast rather than as chopped meat (��	�����������������).
6) The purpose of post- ����� stunning is not to render the animal unconscious, as is the�case in pre- �����
stunning; therefore, the level of the shock is less and generally does�not cause damage to the animal.
7) Post- ����� bolting, the shooting of a bolt into the head of the animal instead of just�stunning the animal, in
order to prevent blood splash, is accepted by some authorities and�is actually the practice in some countries.
It does not stop the heart from beating and does�not reduce the blood flow.
8) Post- ����� bolting improves safety in the slaughtering process, and will help increase�the number of
kosher slaughtering plants.

Conclusion
Post- ����� stunning and/or bolting is permitted.

Appendix

May 30, 2000

Dear Dr. Rabinowitz:

This letter is in reference to your fax with the statement from Dr. Levinger. Captive bolt stunning of cattle with



a penetrating captive bolt does NOT stop the heart. Even though the animal is brain dead, the body is still
physiologically alive. In a regular slaughter plant, the hearts of captive bolt stunned cattle which are not bled
often beat for over a minute. The heart finally stops beating because the lungs are no longer providing oxygen
to the blood. The heart has to have oxygen to function. However, the heart will beat for a while because there
is some oxygen stored in the blood.

Captive bolt stunning of cattle immediately after the throat cut also provides a big safety advantage. Another
reason why plants do it is to prevent blood-spotting in the meat. Slaughter without stunning will have two to five
times more blood-spotting in the meat compared to captive bolt stunned cattle. The blood-spotting is caused
by small broken blood vessels which release blood into the muscle. Plants will stun kosher cattle to prevent
thousands of dollars of damage to the hindquarters. Many kosher plants that do not stun have gone out of
business because they could not afford the customer complaints caused by slaughter without stunning. They
still have to sell the hindquarters on the non-kosher market.

Captive bolt stunning immediately after the throat cut provides the advantage of reducing bleeding inside the
muscle, improved safety, and improved animal welfare.

Sincerely,

Temple Grandin, PhD
Assistant Professor
Department of Animal Sciences
Colorado State University
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